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WHO WE ARE

All problems are solvable 
Big problems can always be broken
down into smaller elements

Be prepared to make mistakes as it is
a part of the problem solving    
Remember “Whether you think you
can, or you think you can’t – you are
right”, Henry Ford. 
Keep track of solutions that worked
and mistakes you make, so you can
avoid repeating mistakes

Incorporate your own ideas into your
projects
Experiment with new ideas and try to
find multiple solutions 
Extend or build upon the ideas of
others

Actively participate in all group
projects
Work as a team to find best solutions,
give credit to all contributors  
Learn to compromise and agree with
teammates on a common solution

Learn to explain your solutions in a
what that it can be easily understood
by others
Learn to provide and accept
constructive feedback as it only
facilitates growth

All lessons and tasks serve as tool to
achieve the high-level skills we want
students to develop:

Problem Solving   

Persistence

Creativity

Collaboration 

Communication

SK ILLS  WE ARE BUILD ING
Discovery
Creativity 
Self-Expression

OUR CORE VALUES

Programming is creative and fun
It's okay not to solve the problem on
my first try, if I keep trying, I can solve
it 
Struggle is good and helps me to
grow
I am learning read code and predict
the outcome 

Set these attitude goals with your class
and revisit them each class or as needed
to refocus the group on progress:

ICODE ATT ITUDE CODE
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TEACHING TECHNIQUES

Form pairs
One computer per pair
Assign each pair roles: The “driver” writes
code while the “navigator” directs the
design and setup of the code. 
Have students work on the project
Switch roles at regularly (every 3-5 min)
Ensure both students are actively
participating

Pair programming is a technique in which two
programmers work together at one computer.
Pair programming increases student’s
confidence, improves communication, and
prepares students for a "real world" work
environment.

How it works?

PAIR  PROGRAMMING

Help students identify and connect the
computer science concepts underlying the
activities.
 When working on computer, refer back to
unplugged lessons to reinforce the
concepts.

Unplugged means activities not performed on  
a computer. These activities allow students to
digest complicated concepts and see how
they related to the real world or their own life.
These activities are often followed by projects
investigating the same concept on the
computer.

Tips for Successful Unplugged Activity:

UNPLUGGED ACT IV IT IES Everyone gets bugs and without strong
debugging skills, students can become
frustrated. Implement both active and
reflective debugging strategies.

Active Debugging is debugging while
coding. 

Encourage students to take time during
coding exercises to read, process, and test
small pieces of code that they have just
written. It could be challenging at first as
students might be using only one or two
blocks early on, but the habit of testing will be
extremely helpful as they write longer code.

Reflective Debugging is a practice in which an
entire class participates in debugging.

You will notice the same issues or
“bugs” coming up again and again despite
practicing active debugging. Instead
of being discouraged, use it as a learning
experience and often facilitate reflective
debugging discussions, aka “Bug Talks” and
document all common bugs in “Bug
Tracker”

DEBUGGING

This can be incorporated in many different
ways from free play time, to freedom to
choose their own elements of design to
working on their independent projects.
Allow extra time for creativity and to
change elements used in the project
Encourage creativity and self-expression

Authentic choice is the practice of allowing
students to make their own choices. 
The goal is to let students work on something
they are personally invested in
and develop creations of their own.

How it works?

AUTHENT IC  CHOICE

Discussion time 5-10 min
Display simple bugged puzzle (to be solved mentally) for
students to solve on their own     
Then, allow students to share their ideas with a neighbor  
Then, students raise hands and share with the class    
Teacher neutrally writes down as many answers as possible 
 Teacher calls on students to explain the reasoning behind
the answer
Allow time for students to agree, disagree and discuss
Students vote on the best solution collectively
Summarize why answer was chosen and document in Bug
Tracker, which is poster or sheet where you track all bugs

BUG TALKS AND BUG TRACKER
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LESSON STRUCTURE

Three main objectives of the class. At the end of the class
all students should feel comfortable with these core
concepts

New words to learn with the class

Materials in addition to computers and access to Scratch
will be noted here. These might be needed  from time to
time for unplugged activities

Review what learned last week
Introduce new concepts 
Independent activity or pair activity: designing this week's
Scratch project
Add on: make Scratch project your own
Conclusion: share your project with the class and review
core concepts

Each lesson will contain the following elements that will allow
you to successfully teach the class:

Objective

Vocabulary

Resources

Lesson Plan

LESSON STRUCTURE
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Loop is a sequence of instructions that is continually
repeated until a certain condition is reached. It allows you
to repeat coding script and makes our life easier.

Condition is something that must be true in over for
something else to happen. The condition can only have
two possible values True or False.

Binary is a two-number computer language that is made
up of only two numbers: 0 and 1.  Computers only speak in
this language.

CORE CONCEPTS 

Event is an action that causes something to happen.
Event blocks control when the script will run.

Variable is a value that can change depending on the
conditions. Variables blocks allow you to count points,
lives or other values in the game.

Algorithm is a set of steps to follow to finish a task

Sequence is the order in which commands are performed.
Sequence allows us to carry out tasks that have multiple
steps in the right order.

8 Debugging is looking at the code one step at a time and
figuring out which part doesn’t work.
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VOCABULARY
ALGORITHM
An algorithm is the set of steps to follow to finish a task
and achieve desired outcome.

ANIMATION
Animation is the process used for digitally generating
moving images.

BINARY
Binary describes a numbering scheme in which there are
only two possible values for each digit -- 0 or 1. It is the
basis for all binary code used in computing systems.

BOOLEAN BLOCKS
Boolean blocks are elongated hexagonal blocks that
report Boolean values. When the block is used, it acts as a
reporter block, reporting "true" or "false" string values. 

BROADCAST
A broadcast is a message that is sent through the
Scratch program, activating scripts with the matching hat
blocks.

BUGS
Bugs in code are mistakes that prevent our code from
running correctly.

CLONING
Cloning is a feature that allows a sprite to create a copy
of itself while the project is running.

CODING
Coding is the act of writing computer programs in a
language both the computer and humans can
understand.

COMPUTATIONAL THINKING
Computational thinking the process of thinking through a
problem step-by-step in a measured and logical
manner.

COMPUTER PROGRAM
A computer program is a sequence of instructions for a
computer to perform.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Computer Science is the study of computers and how
they work.

DEBUGGING
Debugging is looking at the code one step at a time to
either make sure the code is correct or figure out which
part doesn't work.

DIVIDE AND CONQUER APPROACH
In the divide and conquer approach, we look at our
program as "the big idea" and break it down into smaller
parts that can be reused. We list these parts in the "high
level design."

LOOP
A loop is a sequence of instructions the is continually
repeated until a certain condition is reached. 

SCRATCH
Scratch is a computer programming language that does
not require any typing. Users can drag-n-drop blocks of
code, which are written to read like you are talking to a
friend.

SCRIPT
A script is a program (a sequence of instructions) that is
interpreted or carried out by another program. 

SELECTION
Selection means choosing one outcome or another
depending on conditions. Algorithms can use selection to
determine a different set of steps to execute.

SENSING
Sensing is when you use one of your senses to experience
something from the outside.

SEQUENCE
A Sequence is the order in which commands are
performed. Sequences are the foundation of algorithms.

SOFTWARE
Software is a program used by the computer.

VARIABLE
A variable is anything that changes, like points in a game,
age, or height.



Lesson Theme Game Scratch Project Link YouTube Video Link

1 Intro & Review Square Design https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/398893254/

https://youtu.be/PmXDUdS
B29w

2 Sensing Hedgehog Maze https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/411640667/

https://youtu.be/5xgYq3RG
n7g

3 Boolean Expression Taco Wiz https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/411598772/

https://youtu.be/UOaFHi6H
HBg

4 Broadcast Balloon Popper https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/416986199/

https://youtu.be/qZbMSmy
05EI

5 Cloning Crystal Keeper https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/416990334/

https://youtu.be/2CcSkZKD
gOY

6 Conditionals Star Wars Platformer https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/526172555

https://youtu.be/qpLHLk77
ph4

7 Variables Pong https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/713643198  

8 Motion Blocks Dance Party https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/708797505  

9 Review Beetle Road https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/416995179/  

10 Wrapping Up Jumpy Dog https://scratch.mit.edu
/projects/632863851/  
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CURRICULUM 
OVERVIEW

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


LESSON 1:
REVIEWING SEQUENCE,

SELECTION, & LOOP
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OBJECTIVES
Explain what Scratch is
and why it is a popular
programming language
for kids

Be able to explain what
algorithm is 

Run a simple script 

NEW KEYWORD
ALGORITHM
An algorithm is the set of
steps to follow to finish a task
and achieve desired outcome.

SEQUENCE
A Sequence is the order in
which commands are
performed. Sequences are the
foundation of algorithms.

SELCTION
Selection means choosing one
outcome or another
depending on conditions.
Algorithms can use selection
to determine a different set of
steps to execute.

INTRODUCTION
Introduce yourself and have kids introduce themselves and share why
they want to learn coding.
What are the major concepts in programming?

We look at our program as
"the big idea" and break it
down into smaller parts that
can be reused. We list these
parts in the "high level design."

DIVIDE & CONQUER

5-7 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSYeHlwDCNA

Watch this video on Youtube:

INTRODUCTION

Sequence: the order in which commands are performed.
Sequences are the foundation of algorithms. Algorithm is the
set of steps to follow to finish the task to achieve desired
outcome.

e.g. order of brushing your teeth (if you switch it up, it won’t
work)

Selection: choosing one outcome or another depending on
conditions. Algorithms can use selection to determine a
different set of steps to execute.

e.g.  choosing an outfit depending weather outside
Loop: a sequence of instructions the is continually repeated
until a certain condition is reached. A forever loop is exactly the
same, but the event is repeated forever.

e.g. every morning we wake up, brush teeth, have breakfast

Discuss and have kids explain in their words what these concepts
mean and how they work together to create software. Have kids
give examples of each of these concepts in real life:

Discuss Scratch and what kind of games the kids have designed in
the past.

 https://scratch.mit.edu/

Go to this link and Review Scratch Editor:

If you need help – go to lesson 1 of Level 1 Lesson Plan. Now let’s
see what Scratch is all about. Go to Scratch and click "Create."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSYeHlwDCNA
https://scratch.mit.edu/


LESSON 1:
REVIEWING SEQUENCE,

SELECTION, & LOOP
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DEVELOPMENT
Now let’s build this square design game in Scratch: 

20-30 min

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/398893254/

Square Design Project

Let’s start with the first square design – the one you get once you press SPACE button.

In the “divide and conquer” approach, we take a step back and take a careful look at our final program
and ask the question, “What is this program made up of? Can we break it up into separate parts that are
meaningful and reusable?”

In other words, we call our complete program the “Big Idea” and break it down into smaller feature
ideas.
We list these various feature ideas in what is called the “high level design”.

For example, if we wanted to design the house shown below, we would first take a step back and
take a keen look at the house and ask the question: “What is this house made up of? Can we
break it apart into meaningful reusable components or parts?”

Take a smaller feature idea (a part of the "big idea")
Think about how it can be implemented (experiment in Scratch if necessary). 
Write the scripts. 
Test and verify that the scripts work as expected. If not, repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the idea works as
expected. 
Repeat from step 1 (take up another smaller feature idea). Continue until all required features have been
added to the program.
Steps to build the game:
 Install the pen extension.
 Draw a square.
 Add another square at an angle.
 Repeat.
 Add effects.

Now introduce to kids “divide and conquer” approach.

Practice this approach in creating our game and breaking the task down on these incremental design steps 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

DEVELOPMENT

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids
share:

5-7 min

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


LESSON 2:
SENSING

OBJECTIVES
Explain function of
sensing blocks

Identify all sensing blocks

Practice using sensing
blocks in a game

NEW KEYWORDS
SENSING

Sensing is when you use one of
your senses to experience

something from the outside.

INTRODUCTION 5-7 min

Review concepts covered in prior weeks? Can students provide real life examples of each of the concepts?

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

ALGORITHM
An algorithm is the set of steps to follow to finish a task
and achieve desired outcome.

SEQUENCE
A Sequence is the order in which commands are
performed. Sequences are the foundation of algorithms.

SELECTION
Selection means choosing one outcome or another
depending on conditions. Algorithms can use selection to
determine a different set of steps to execute.

LOOP
A loop is a sequence of instructions the is continually
repeated until a certain condition is reached.

DEVELOPMENT

3 Stack blocks (ask, reset timer, set drag mode)
5 Boolean blocks (<> shape)
10 Reporter blocks (like, answer, mouse x, mouse y etc. can you find all ten?)

Sensing blocks is one of the ten categories of blocks. They are color-coded light blue, and are used to detect
different factors of a project.

There are currently 18 Sensing blocks:

What is sensing? Well, it is when one of your senses to experience something from outside. This might sound
complex but it is actually very simple. Name your five senses. Smell, touch, sight, hearing, taste. So when you
can see, smell, hear, taste or touch something, you are sensing it. It is unlikely that computer can taste
something or smell something (or at least not yet!) but other elements are applicable. Sprites can see each
other or touch (in the game) or hear. 

20-30 min

Copyright iCode After School 2022



https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/411640667/

Hedgehog Maze Project

Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and
backdrops
Take a smaller feature idea (a part of the "big idea")
Think about how it can be implemented (experiment in
Scratch if necessary). 
Write the scripts. 
Test and verify that the scripts work as expected. If not, repeat
steps 2, 3, and 4 until the idea works as expected. 
Repeat from step 1 (take up another smaller feature idea).
Continue until all required features have been added to the
program.
Steps to build the game:

 Draw a maze.
 Add sprites.
 Make maze turn.
 Make sprite move when keys are pressed.
 If touching maze, send sprite back.

PROJECT
EXTENSION

Have a random sprite appear on
the screen and if Hedgehog
collects it, he becomes immune
from the spinning maze 
Add lives or time to complete the
quest

Challenges:

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned
today. Have a handful of kids share:

LESSON 2:
SENSING

DEVELOPMENT

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


LESSON 3:
BOOLEAN EXPRESSION
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OBJECTIVES
Practice active and
reflective debugging

Explain function of
Boolean blocks

Identify all Boolean blocks

NEW KEYWORDS
BOOLEAN BLOCKS

Boolean blocks are elongated
hexagonal blocks that report

Boolean values. When the block
is used, it acts as a reporter

block, reporting "true" or "false"
string values. 

INTRODUCTION 5-7 min

Review concepts covered in prior weeks. Can students provide
real life examples of each of the concepts?

Do you remember what bug and debugging mean? We briefly
introduced these concepts during our first class as we were
finding errors in our PB&J sandwich algorithm, now let’s dive
deeper.

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

ALGORITHMS
An algorithm is the set of steps to follow to finish the task
to achieve desired outcome.

SEQUENCE
A sequence is the order in which commands are
performed.

SENSING
Sensing is when you use one of your senses to experience
something from the outside.

BUGS
Bugs in code are mistakes that
prevent our code from running

correctly.

DEBUGGING
Debugging is looking at the
code one step at a time to

either make sure the code is
correct or figure out which part

doesn't work.

·https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgaACt4owHc

Watch this video on Youtube:

Bugs in code are mistakes that prevent our code from running
correctly.

Debugging is looking at the code one step at a time to either
make sure the code is correct or figure out which part doesn't
work.

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgaACt4owHc


https://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475554/

DEBUGGING PROJECT

LESSON 3:
BOOLEAN EXPRESSION
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INTRODUCTION
Active debugging happens while we are coding. Every time you
add a new block, run your script to make sure each additional
block is doing what you want it to do.

Reflective debugging is something we will do as a class to find
out what went wrong in our code, discuss, identify mistakes and
then write them down so we remember not to make them in the
future.

Now let's practice reflective debugging:

You will see 5 Debug-It problems. Click on each problem -
read the description and what needs to be fixed.
Click Remix to see inside the problem and correct it.
Complete together with kids going though each problem and
having kids brainstorm and debug together.

BOOLEAN
BLOCKS

SENSING

OPERATORS

LIST
DEVELOPMENT
Next, build the Taco Wiz Game:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/411598772/

TACO WIZ PROJECT

20-30 min

Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and
backdrops
Take a smaller feature idea (a part of the "big idea"): Taco is
falling on its own, wizard is moving when arrows are pressed.
Think about how it can be implemented (experiment in
Scratch if necessary). 
Write the scripts. 

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


Test and verify that the scripts work as expected. If not, repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the idea works as
expected. 
Repeat from step 1 (take up another smaller feature idea). Continue until all required features have been
added to the program.

 Chose sprites and backdrop (encourage kids to choose their own characters)
 Make the Wizard move when left/right keys are pressed
 Make the Taco fall from the top of the screen
 If the Taco is touching the Wizard – send the Taco back to the top, if the Taco touches the bottom of the
screen (use Y coordinates to determine) – stop the game.
 Use the cloning function to add effects.

Steps to set up the game:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

When coding discuss “pick random” blocks (green) and how they add an element of surprise to the game. 

Discuss Boolean block which are elongated hexagonal block that reports Boolean values. When the block is used,
it acts as a reporter block, reporting "true" or "false" string values. 

Copyright iCode After School 2022

LESSON 3:
BOOLEAN EXPRESSION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3rCKJNOwpA

Watch this video on Youtube:

DEVELOPMENT

The ones that check condition (true or false) – check specific condition like Contains and Touching blocks
Comparative Boolean – these include ()=(), () and (), and Not ()

Discuss video with the kids. 

There are 13 Boolean blocks (find them by the shape <> in Sensing and Operators category (plus there is one
more hiding in Lists) – see image on previous page.

Scratch has two types of Boolean blocks: 

Discuss uses of these blocks in building a game. What would be examples of conditions or comparative in real
life

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids share:
5-7 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3rCKJNOwpA


LESSON 4:
BROADCAST
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OBJECTIVES
Explain what
broadcasting is

Practice using
broadcasting in a game

Review use of variables

NEW KEYWORDS
BROADCAST

A broadcast is a message that
is sent through the Scratch

program, activating scripts with
the matching hat blocks.

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

BUGS
Bugs in code are mistakes that prevent our code from
running correctly.

DEBUGGING
Debugging is looking at the code one step at a time to
either make sure the code is correct or figure out which
part doesn't work.

BOOLEAN BLOCKS
Boolean blocks are elongated hexagonal blocks that
report Boolean values. When the block is used, it acts as a
reporter block, reporting "true" or "false" string values. 

SENSING
Sensing is when you use one of your senses to experience
something from the outside.

INTRODUCTION
Review concepts covered in prior weeks. Can students provide real life examples of each of the concepts?

5-7 min

DEVELOPMENT

Broadcasts allow scripts to continue into other sprites, as some values are different to different sprites.
They can also be used to branch a single sending script into many receiving scripts, or to close many
sending scripts into a single receiving script.
Broadcasts are useful in games and animations, as they trigger specific scripts. They are similar to
events, which are scripts triggered when certain actions, like mouse moves or key presses, are
performed.

Broadcast: A broadcast is a message that is sent through the Scratch program, activating scripts with the
matching hat blocks. Broadcasts are sent with the blocks Broadcast () and Broadcast () and Wait, and are
received by the hat block When I Receive ().

20-30 min



LESSON 4:
BROADCAST
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https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/416986199/

Balloon Popper Project

Student 1: When you receive message "You win!", student one claps three times
Student 2: Student two does not have a code triggered by this event, so no need to do anything 
Student 3: When you receive message "You win!", student three "Dances for 5 seconds"
Have the rest of the class "broadcast" (say all together) the message "You win" to our sprites and see
how they each will do their corresponding task.
It works just like that in the game. One sprite broadcasts a message to other sprites and this event may
or may not trigger a reaction from other sprites depending on the code we write for them.

Now Build a Balloon Popper Game: 

Broadcast Unplugged Activity: Have three volunteers line up in front of the class. They will each play a sprite in
a game we are coding. Write a code for each of them on the white board:

Review: Variables: How are scores are usually tracked in a game? Via variables? Review the blocks. 

DEVELOPMENT

DEVELOPMENT
Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and backdrops
Take a smaller feature idea (a part of the "big idea")
Think about how it can be implemented (experiment in Scratch if necessary). 
Write the scripts. 
Test and verify that the scripts work as expected. If not, repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 until the idea works as
expected. 
Repeat from step 1 (take up another smaller feature idea). Continue until all required features have been
added to the program.

 Add sprites, including drawing "You Win" and "Game Over" signs.
 Add variable "Balloons Popped." 
 Make the crab follow the mouse.
 Make the balloon fall, if touches the ground – game over.
 Add count to "Balloons Popped," program "You Win" sign. 

See how broadcasting blocks are used as a trigger event in this game
Steps to build the game:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids share:
5-7 min

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


LESSON 5:
CLONING
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OBJECTIVES
Practice using cloning in
game design

Use Ask sensing block in a
game

Learn what features if the
original sprite Clone
keeps

NEW KEYWORDS
CLONING

Cloning is a feature that allows
a sprite to create a copy of

itself while the project is
running.

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

BUGS
Bugs in code are mistakes that prevent our code from
running correctly.

BOOLEAN BLOCKS
Boolean blocks are elongated hexagonal blocks that
report Boolean values. When the block is used, it acts as a
reporter block, reporting "true" or "false" string values. 

SENSING
Sensing is when you use one of your senses to experience
something from the outside.

BROADCAST
A broadcast is a message that is sent through the
Scratch program, activating scripts with the matching hat
blocks.

INTRODUCTION
Review concepts covered in prior weeks. Can students provide real life examples of each of the concepts?

5-7 min

It is different from the "duplicate" option in the sprite menu in that ordinary duplicates are permanent and
appear in the sprite pane, whereas clones do not appear in the sprite pane, disappear when the stop
sign is pressed, and can be sensed by other sprites using the Touching ()? block with the original sprite
as its input.

Cloning: Cloning is a feature that allows a sprite to create a copy of itself while the project is running. Each clone
has the same costumes, sounds, scripts, and variables as the original but is otherwise independent.

Ask Block: The important component of this program is the ask block. It is the only block that captures input
from the user. Basically, the game will ask you a question. After you fill in the answer to the question, the
computer will hold your response inside a variable called Answer. The Answer block is in the Sensing menu. It
always contains the value of the response to the Ask block. If it sounds too complex, don't worry, you will see how
it works in the game and it will all make sense.

Now Build a Crystal Keeper Game:

DEVELOPMENT 20-30 min



LESSON 5:
CLONING
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https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/416990334/

Crystal Keeper Project

Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and
backdrops
Take a smaller feature idea (a part of the "big idea")
Think about how it can be implemented (experiment in
Scratch if necessary). 
Write the scripts. 
Test and verify that the scripts work as expected. If not, repeat
steps 2, 3, and 4 until the idea works as expected. 
Repeat from step 1 (take up another smaller feature idea).
Continue until all required features have been added to the
program.

Add three sprites: nano, dragon and crystal (or kids can
choose their own sprites).
Add backdrop.
Program nano using ask and answer blocks and broadcast
commands.
Program dragon and crystals to appear when their
corresponding broadcasts are received.

Steps to build this game:
1.

2.
3.

4.

PROJECT
EXTENSION

Add questions to the script
Add music and sounds for
dramatic effect

Challenges:

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to
learn.

Review key concepts you
learned today. Have a handful
of kids share:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


LESSON 6:
STAR WARS PLATFORMER
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OBJECTIVES
Use a variety of different
costumes to create a
continuous movement
effect

Create a platformer
game using If/Then
statements where the
goal is to beat your high
score

NEW KEYWORDS
IN / THEN

The if-then statement is the
most basic of all the control
flow statements. It tells your

program to execute a certain
section of code only if a

particular test evaluates to true 

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

CLONING
Cloning is a feature that allows a sprite to create a copy
of itself while the project is running.

BOOLEAN BLOCKS
Boolean blocks are elongated hexagonal blocks that
report Boolean values. When the block is used, it acts as a
reporter block, reporting "true" or "false" string values. 

SENSING
Sensing is when you use one of your senses to experience
something from the outside.

BROADCAST
A broadcast is a message that is sent through the
Scratch program, activating scripts with the matching hat
blocks.

INTRODUCTION

What are some of your favorite video games to play? What do
they all have in common? How are they different?
Show this video about different types of platformer games:

Ask prompting questions:

5-7 min

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3rCKJNOwpA

Different types of platformer games video:

Video games designers use conditional, or If/Then statements
when creating video games such as the one we are making
today. Show this video about Conditions in Coding

https://youtu.be/dJYIRcsdHWg

Video about Conditions in Coding:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3rCKJNOwpA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3rCKJNOwpA
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https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/526172555

Star Wars Platformer 

Share Star Wars Platformer Project with kidPROJECT
EXTENSION

Create a variety of different
obstacles such as jumping
over animals or different
sprites
Change the speed on the
platforms to go faster

Additional challenges: 

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to
learn.

Review key concepts you
learned today. Have a handful
of kids share:

STAR WARS PLATFORMER
DEVELOPMENT 20-30 min

Show the project first and discuss some of the things that
they notice. 
Briefly discuss why it's important that we use If/Then
statements in this project? [If/Then statements allow us to
tell the sprite when to jump or move. IF I hit the up space
bar, THEN jump.]
Encourage kids to experiment with different sprites,
obstacles, and costumes.
Kids can expand on their project by adding more runs or
different types of obstacles
Debug as needed
Once projects are built have students share their designs

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
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OBJECTIVES
Use a variety of different
costumes to create a
continuous movement
effect

Create a platformer
game using If/Then
statements where the
goal is to beat your high
score

NEW KEYWORDS
GAME SCORE WITH

VARIABLE
Use variables to show your

score and increase the point
value every time a point has

been scored

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

FOREVER LOOPS
A sequence of instructions that are repeated forever

IF/THEN STATEMENTS
The if-then statement is the most basic of all the control
flow statements. It tells your program to execute a certain
section of code only if a particular test evaluates to true 

VARIABLE
A variable is a changeable value recorded in Scratch's
memory. Variables can only hold one value at a time,
unlike lists. It can be anything like age, score etc

INTRODUCTION

The game we are going to create today is inspired by a game
called Pong in 1972 created by the Atari company. Here is a
video of the original Atari Pong game:

Ask prompting questions:

5-7 min

https://youtu.be/fiShX2pTz9A

The original Atari Pong gam

What are some of the differences with this game and games
you play today? [Ex. graphics are simpler, simple sound, not
very complex] What are some of the similarities? [Ex. keep
score, can be played with more than one person]
Show this video called A Brief History of Video Games:

https://youtu.be/x24KoVNliMk

A Brief History of Video Games

Discuss some of the things that they noticed and learned. 

https://en.scratch-wiki.info/wiki/Scratch
https://en.scratch-wiki.info/wiki/List
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3rCKJNOwpA
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https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/713643198

 Pong Project

Share Pong Project with kids:
PROJECT

EXTENSION

Use different controls to
move the paddle (arrow
keys, space bar, etc)
Change what happens when
the ball hits the paddle
Change what happens when
the ball hits the bottom of
the stage
Change the speed of the
ball to make it more difficult
or easier

Additional challenges: 

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to
learn.

Review key concepts you
learned today. Have a handful
of kids share:

DEVELOPMENT 20-30 min

Show the project first and discuss some of the things that
they notice. 
Briefly discuss how this game is similar and different to the
Atari Pong game.
Encourage kids to experiment with different sprites,
backdrops, and ways to control the paddle.
Kids can expand on their project by changing what
happens when the ball hits the bottom of the stage and
adding different sound effects. 
Debug as needed
Once projects are built have students share their designs

PONG

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


5-7 min

LESSON 8:
DANCE PARTY

OBJECTIVES
Use the music extension

Create different sounds
using various instruments
as well as changing the
note length and tempo

Using blocks in the event
and motion category to
create an interactive
dance party project.

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

THE MUSIC EXTENSION
Keyword Keyword Keyword Keyword Keyword Keyword
Keyword Keyword Keyword Keyword Keyword Keyword 

EVENT
An event is an action that causes something to happen.

LOOP
A loop is a sequence of instructions the is continually
repeated until a certain condition is reached. 

FOREVER LOOP
A forever loop is exactly the same as a loop, but the event
is repeated forever.

INTRODUCTION
Ask students what situations cause them to want to dance. Music
with a catchy melody and rhythm are very likely to make them
want to dance.

UNPLUGGED ACTIVITY: DANCE PARTY
Play the song Pump It Up using this link:

Make a game using the video:
 Whenever you play the music, the kids have to dance.
Whenever you pause the music, say "freeze!"—the kids
have to freeze.
Any students who are still moving after the music
stops are "out."

https://youtu.be/BfnjX88Va4Y

Listen to this song on Youtube:



INTRODUCTION
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When the game is over, ask students what caused them to
dance and what triggered them to stop dancing. 

Explain how this is an example of an Event in computer
programming. Events are actions or occurrences that
trigger another action. 

For example, programmers use event blocks to cause
another action.

Mouse Clicks
Key/Button Presses
Touching the Screen
Pressing the Spacebar to make a player jump

DEVELOPMENT
Share the Dance Party Project with kids:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/708797505

DANCE PARTY PROJECT

First, show the project and discuss some of the things that they
notice about it.
Now, explain that we will build this project from scratch.

Ask students to CREATE a new Scratch project and to name it
DANCE PARTY
Ask students to delete the Scratch Cat clicking on the trash
can in the sprite pane.
Ask students to add 3 dancer sprites from the sprite library. Tell
them to click on the DANCE category and to choose 3 of the 9
dancer sprites. They can see how the dancers move by
mousing over each sprite before they choose their dancers.

Steps to Build the Project:
1.

2.

3.

20-30 min

PRO TIP #1
If students know how they
may want to move their
sprites around the stage
using the glide to x,y block. 
If they do move their sprites
around the stage during the
course of their dance party
project, they will need to
include a sprite reset stack
in their code for each sprite
that moves using a go to x, y
block to have their dancers
return to their starting
position. 
These skills are not explained
in this lesson. If sprites
remain in the same positions
this is not necessary. 
Dancer sprites will still move
in place as their costumes
are repeatedly changed
using the next costume
block inside a forever block.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
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DEVELOPMENT
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Also ask students to click on the MUSIC category and to
choose a speaker sprite. They should add the same speaker
sprite a second time so they can place a speaker on each side
of their stage.
Next ask students to click on the STAGE and then on the
backdrop icon to add a backdrop. Suggest to students that the
MUSIC category has 4 backdrops they might be interested in or
they can choose any backdrop from other categories or use
the paint editor to create their own backdrop if they know how.
Next, have students position their sprites to their preferred fixed
position on the stage by clicking and dragging their dancer
sprites with one on the left of the stage, one in the middle and
one on the right side of the stage. 
Remind students that the default size of each sprite is set to
100 percent as seen in the sprite pane under the stage. After
clicking on each sprite’s thumbnail, students can make this
percent either smaller or larger than 100 and the sprite will
change size accordingly. 
The teacher should spend time circulating around the room to
answer questions and then when students have 3 dancers, 2
speakers, and a backdrop continue by displaying the following
pages on the smartboard to show how to code each sprite
and how to add continuous music.
Advise students to pay attention to the color of each coding
block that you will display on the smartboard and so they know
which color palette (category circle) to click on to find code
blocks. All code in this project will come from one of the
following palettes:

PRO TIP #3
Students can save a lot of
time and energy by clicking
and dragging the same
stack of the similar code
from the 1st sprite onto the
thumbnail of the 2nd sprite. 
When the thumbnail
changes color and wiggles,
you know the code has been
copied to the second sprite. 
Students could also drag the
code in and out of the
backpack, if they know how
to do so, to accomplish the
same thing.

PRO TIP #2
Continually test your code
as you develop your
computer program.
After you add code to any
sprite, it is wise to test the
code by either clicking on
the green flag and see if the
project runs as expected
and if it doesn’t debug it !

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
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DEVELOPMENT
10. See below code for the three dances, speakers, and backdrop:

PRO TIP #3
Students can save a lot of
time and energy by clicking
and dragging the same
stack of the similar code
from the 1st sprite onto the
thumbnail of the 2nd sprite. 
When the thumbnail
changes color and wiggles,
you know the code has been
copied to the second sprite. 
Students could also drag the
code in and out of the
backpack, if they know how
to do so, to accomplish the
same thing.

PRO TIP #2
Continually test your code
as you develop your
computer program.
After you add code to any
sprite, it is wise to test the
code by either clicking on
the green flag and see if the
project runs as expected
and if it doesn’t debug it !

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids
share:

5-7 min

DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT

EXTENSION

Add the TEXT TO SPEECH
extension. After you add the
extension, you will see 3
speech blocks appear. Have
students experiment with
them by clicking on each
block and then using the pull
down feature to change
parameters. Click on them
again to see what effect the
change had.
Advise students that they
can set the voice to a
female voice by using alto
and a male voice using
tenor. 
Drag the below blocks to
any sprite. 
Note that the last speak
block has 2 join blocks, an
answer block, and 2 text
strings placed inside. This
takes patience and
precision!

Additional challenges: 

LESSON 8:
DANCE PARTY
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OBJECTIVES
Practice using cloning in
game design

Use Ask sensing block in a
game

Learn what features if the
original sprite Clone
keeps

NEW KEYWORDS
NOTHING!

There are no new keywords this
week! Have fun reviewing

everything you've learned this
semester!

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

BUGS
Bugs in code are mistakes that prevent our code from
running correctly.

DEBUGGING
Debugging is looking at the code one step at a time to
either make sure the code is correct or figure out which
part doesn't work.

BOOLEAN BLOCKS
Boolean blocks are elongated hexagonal blocks that
report Boolean values. When the block is used, it acts as a
reporter block, reporting "true" or "false" string values. 

SENSING
Sensing is when you use one of your senses to experience
something from the outside.

ALGORITHMS
An algorithm is the set of steps to follow to finish the task
to achieve desired outcome.

SEQUENCE
A sequence is the order in which commands are
performed.

SELECTION
Selection means choosing one outcome or another
depending on conditions. Algorithms can use selection to
determine a different set of steps to execute.

LOOP
A loop is a sequence of instructions the is continually
repeated until a certain condition is reached.

BROADCAST
A broadcast is a message that is sent through the
Scratch program, activating scripts with the matching hat
blocks.

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://scratch.mit.edu/
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INTRODUCTION
Review concepts covered in prior weeks. Can students provide
real life examples of each of the concepts?

5-7 min

DEVELOPMENT

Come back to this tasks once they build the project and see if
they now can name all:

Events
Broadcast
Sensing
Boolean expression
Cloning
Loop
Conditionals
Variables

Today, we will be building quite a challenging project with lots of
custom elements and various functions. Show the project (link
below) to the kids and have them guess what are the various
coding concepts that they learned that are used in this project.
Have them name a few, maybe they missed some.

Now build a Beetle Road Game:

20-30 min

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/416995179/

Beetle Road Project

Encourage kids creativity in choosing their own sprites and
backdrops
Take a smaller feature idea (a part of the "big idea")
Think about how it can be implemented (experiment in
Scratch if necessary). 
Write the scripts. 
Test and verify that the scripts work as expected. If not, repeat
steps 2, 3, and 4 until the idea works as expected. 
Repeat from step 1 (take up another smaller feature idea).
Continue until all required features have been added to the
program.

Add the variable “Points."
Create several backdrops
Code backdrop using broadcasting features.
Add sprites.
Program the sprites.

Steps to build this game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LESSON 9:
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

PROJECT
EXTENSION

Add different car costumes
Make some cars drive from
the right and others from the  
left
Give beetle three lives until
the game is over
Add the ability to win at the
game
Add different backdrops and
switch them every time the
beetle crosses the road
Add music and sounds for
dramatic effect

Challenges:

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to
learn.

Review key concepts you
learned today. Have a handful
of kids share:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


OBJECTIVES
Review everything we
learned

Generate and publish a
final project based on
student's favorite
concepts from the
course

WRAPPING UP 

5-7 min

Give students space to share some of their favorite projects,
whether they tried Scratch to continue learning at home, ask
questions on next steps and how to further apply their skills, and talk
about supplemental info available through Scratch’s ideas page

INTRODUCTION

Allow students to use the time of the final course to explore
each other’s works and implement new concepts into
previous projects.
Go to the Ideas page of scratch
https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas and look at the overview of
lessons available outside of what we could cover.

Assist students directly in finishing any projects they would like
to change or complete before the end of sessions
If any students want to develop a new project for the last
class, walk them through this example and encourage them
to make it their own by taking any of the projects they
previously worked on. 

Encourage Students who wish to create a new final project to
work in a team with another student allowing them to both
share ideas if they feel comfortable doing so together.

30-35 minDEVELOPMENT

During the class: emphasize
the use of proper coding
terminology (see keywords list)
encourage active debugging
and frequent testing of the
script.

REMINDER

CONCLUSION
Review key concepts you
learned today. Have a handful
of kids share 

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to
learn.

LESSON 10:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/632863851/

JUMPY DOG

https://scratch.mit.edu/ideas

SCRATCH IDEAS

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/


 

Thank you & Happy
Coding!

 


